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crediting all air-passengers with no greater height than
5 ft. 10 in,: anybody of higher stature has some difficulty
in getting into the seats, which are short and narrow*
The echoes of the Chant polonais are dying away:
there is still one note upon which to dwell.
I think the lives of many of Mayfair's malicious
gossipers would be in severe danger in Warsaw society.
I should like to publish a list of those who should be
seconded from London society for duty in Warsaw: one
breath of scandal and you are called out for a dueL It is
difficult to refuse to fight, for you would be cut stone-
dead in every public place and the doors of all houses
would be closed to you. Other unfortunate people
concerned are the seconds, who cannot refuse to act
without rendering themselves liable to a duel also.
And if your wife or sister happens to be of malicious
tongue you can be challenged, too, for their faults; yet
there are saving graces in this society, for no husband
would dream of interrogating servants or using private
detectives; he would consider it unworthy of his honour*
Duels are fought in lonely woods at dawn. I am told
it is a cold, cheerless and very frightening business,
usually with the old-fashioned duelling pistols, loaded
with a huge round bullet which makes a nasty wound if
it fails to kill you.
If you are a foreigner you are not exempt from a
challenge: one man recently got up in a night-club and
made some stupid, disparaging remark about the Poles,
and within one minute there were thirty different
visiting catds on his table, each signifying a challenge.
He left Warsaw the next morning.
Should your behaviour not be adjudged correct in
any of the formalities prior to the duel, you may be

